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The exact sculptured surfaces machining time can be substantially reduced when one
tool movement machined strips are properly distributed. Characteristic sculptured sur-
face lines are suggested. Their picture provide sufficient information for correct trajec-
tory design. Practical applications are discussed. Four examples are given.
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Fig. 1. Machining on milling machines type 2CL, 3C, 5C

1. Introduction

The surface regularity in the sense of slow curvature changes may be necessary be-
cause of aerodynamic and aesthetic expectations. In this paper some technology condi-
tions leading to similar regularity demands will be described. They appear when precise
sculptured surfaces face milling on numerical control milling machines is applied. In
works [1] [2] fundamental connections between the local machined strip width, tool di-
mensions, position, and movement direction are presented. It was shown, that optimal
(taking strip width as a criterion) machined strip positions are similar:
— to contour lines when 2CL milling machines are applied,
— to gradient lines when 3C milling machinnes are applied,
— to principal curvature lines when 5C milling machines are applied.
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Interactive computer graphics methods make it possible to use the mentioned lines
picture on the display as a basis for general trajectory design when programming NC
milling machines. This approach allows to design a trajectory in such a way as to make
the consecutive machined strips broad and not overlapping one another. The trajectory
design method depends greatly on the milling machine type. In the next sections sculptu-
red surfaces face milling on the milling machines type 2CL, 3C, and 5C will be descri-
bed. The surface lines characteristic for particular machines type will be derived.

2. The face milling on 2CL machines

In this case miller moves round the surface in such a way as not to change the distance
from the machine table (fig la). The machining accuracy depends mainly on tool shape
and the difference between tool distances in two adjacent tool movements. It was shown
in [1] that:
— the trajectory of the tool-surface contact point is similar to the surface contour line

in practically all the cases,
— broadest machined strips are obtained when spherical end mills are applied,
— the machined strip width can be approximately described as

d £ 2 flh
where h — machining tolerance;

• —tool radius assumed equals 1,
— regions close to the surface ridges limit maximum tool distance difference.

3. The face milling on 3C machines

In this case the miller moves round the surface in such a way that the tool axis is con-
stantly perpendicular to the fixed plane (usually table plane —fig. lb). In fl] it was shown
that:
— the broadest machined strips are obtained when cylindrical, flat end mill is applied,

and tool-surface contact point moves approximately along gradient lines.
— the machined strip width d can be approximately described as:

where h — machining tolerance,
Xy — surface normal curvature in plane tangent to tool edge at the contact point,
a — angle between the normal to surface at the tool-surface contact point and the

tool axis,
— tool radius is 1.

— the surface point cannot be machined when the curvature of the contour line drawn
through this point is smaller then 1/r, where r is tool radius.
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4. The face milling on 5C machines

In this case miller moves round the surface in such a way that the direction of the
tool axis may be changed (fig. lc). In [1] it was shown that:
the broadest machined strips are obtained when toroidal end mill is applied and tool-
surface contact point moves approximately along principal curvature line. The line
characterizing smaller principal curvature should be chosen. (It has been assumed that
in convex surface the curvatures are negative.)
the maximum machined strip width d can be approximately described as

where ZIH — principal curvatures difference in the contact point;
h — machining tolearnce;

— tool radius is 1.
It should be stressed that in this case the maximum strip width is a decreasing function
of principal curvatures difference.

5. Examples of trajectory design

To illustrate the use of characteristic lines, four surfaces are presented in the figures
2, 3, 4 and 5. In figures marked a the surfaces are presented. They are displayed by constant
parameter lines. All the four pictures look like one another. In figures marked b Bezier
characteristic points for analyzed surfaces are displayed. It is easy to observe that there
are substantial differences between the shapes, however, Bezier points do not make it pos-
sible to analyze how great the influence on milling process is. Let us analyze the machi-
ning process on NC milling machines of type 2CL, 3C and 5C.

5.1. 5C face milling. In this case constant smaller principal curvature lines and constant
principal curvatures difference lines are of at most importance. Constant smaller princi-
pal curvature lines (figures marked c) present the approximate tool movement directions
when maximal machined strip width is to be obtained. Constant principal curvatures
difference lines (according to point 4) make it possible to decide how the machined strip
will change along surface-tool contact point trajectory (figures marked d). It is easy to
observe in figures 2c and 3c that in case of surfaces 1 and 2 the optimal tool movements
direction are clearly defined. In case of surface 1 machined strips width will be approxi-
mately constant due to the parallelism between trajectory lines in fig. 2c and constant
strip width lines in fig. 2d. In figure ,3d the principal curvatures difference extremum
can be observed (marked with +) so in case of surface 2 machined strips width is likely
to vary along the strip and reaches its extremum value in the + area. In some cases of
that kind interactive machined strip arrangement should be made. A much more complex
situation can be observed in cases of surfaces 3 and 4. Principal curvature lines in figures
4c and 5c are less regular and umbilic points marked with + can be observed (one in
fig. 4c and two in fig. 5c). If machining time is very important due to trajectory design
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Fig. 2. Surface 1 characteristic lines
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Fig. 3. Surface 2 characteristic lines
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a) b)

Fig. 4. Surface 3 characteristic lines
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Fig. 5. Surface 4 characteristic lines
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process, both surfaces should be divided into parts with similar optima Imachined strip
directions. When observing constant principal curvatures difference lines in figures 4d
and 5d machined strips width can be expected to vary substantially from point to point so,
that in surface 4 case maximum strip width machining method may turn out to be quite
useless. However, if applied after all interactive machined strips arrangement should be
used.

5.2. 3C face milling. In this case the contour lines (figures marked e) and gradient
lines (figures marked f) give most information about machining process. As it has been
discussed in point 3 the maximum strip width trajectories are approximately parallel
to gradient lines. In figures 2f and 3f can be observed that the programming process in
case of surfaces I and 2 should be clear. A more complicated arrangement can be obser-
ved in case of surfaces 3 and 4. The contour lines shown in figures 4e and 5e present local
surface minimum (marked with +). At that point it should be stressed that the shape and
position of contour lines depend on miller axis direction. The contour lines planes are
perpendicular to the tool axis direction. In both cases in the lower part of surfaces ridges
originating from the minimum can be observed and trajectory design in their surroundings
can be a somewhat more complicated as in the rest of the surface. Moreover the surroun-
dings of the minimum points are unmachinable when cylindrical flat end mill is applied
this being due to the undercutting conditions discussed in point 3.

Al l the problems with 3C machining of surfaces 3 and 4 have their origin in improper
surface position relatively to the tool axis direction. If there is a possibility to place ma-
chined part on the milling machine tool in such a way as to make the minimums disappear,
surfaces 3 and 4 machining will be as simple as in cases 1 and 2.

5.3. 2CL face milling. In this case contour lines (figures marked e) give most information
about machining process. Gradient lines (figures marked f) can also be helpful in surface
ridges regions finding. As mentioned in point 2 the tool trajectories are in this case pa-
rallel to the contour lines. In case of surfaces 1 and 2 the trajectory design process is a
simple one. If machining accuracy has to be preserved (see p. 2) the ridges, regions easy
to observe in figures 2f and 3f, (high density of gradient lines), should be taken into
account.

In case of surfaces 3 and 4, in the surrounding of minimum, the trajectories will assume
the shape of closed curves. This need some extra programming effort at the beginning and
the end of cutting tool movement. The minimum point will probably be badly machined
because of zero cutting speed in the lowest point of the spherical end miller. These two
last disadvantages can be easily done away with, if it is possible to reposition the surface
as to make the minimum point disappear.

6. Summary

Proposed methods *of surface shape displaying make it possible to obtain sufficient
information to program the NC milling machines. Machining process planning consist
of two stages: global movements planning and local adjacent machined strip positioning.
Proposed characteristic lines are particularly useful when global problems are being
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solved. The local problems (machined strips overlapping) can be solved automatically by
computer system itself or in more complicated cases by interactive computer graphics
tools.
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P e 3 K> M e

H CnOJIB3OBAH HE JIH H HH KPHBH3HLI  H YPOBHEH flJM OBPAEOTKH
KPHBOJIHHEflHLIX nOBEPXH OCTEK HA <J>PE3EPHBIX CTAHKAX, ynP ABJM EM RIX

nOM OlUH   aJIEKTPOHHO- BBF- IHCJIHTEJIbHBIX  YCTPOH CTB

pa3MemenHe  IIOHCOB  o6pa6oTKH  npH oTflenoMiiofi.  dppcaepnoH  o6pa6oTi<e  KPH BOJIH-
noBepxHocTeii  Mo>Kex  3iiavuiTenBHo  coKpaTHTŁ  BpeMH  o6pa6oTKH.  B  pa6oTe  npeflnaraioTCH  xa-

pai<TepHwe  JIHHHH  KpHBOJiHiieftnMX  noBepxHOCTeftj  o6pa3  KOTOPBIX  H BJKKTCH  HCTO^HHKOM  neo6xo/ pi-
Moro ^Hcna  flamiBix  flJia  npaBHJibHoro  npoeKTHpoBanHH TpaeicTopim  HHCTpyMema. O5cy>i<flaeTC5i  npai<-
THHecKan  npiiroflHocTb  flaHHoro  THna  o6pa3oB  noBepxH ocieiij  a  Taione  npHBoflHTca  npaicrHMecKiie
npuiwepbi.

S t r e s z c z e n ie

ZASTOSOWANIE  LIN I I   KRZYWIZNOWYCH  I  KONTUROWYCH  PRZY  OBRÓBCE
FREZOWANIEM   POWIERZCHNI KRZYWOLINIOWYC H DLA  OBRABIAREK  STEROWANYCH

NUMERYCZNIE

Dokładną   obróbkę   frezowaniem  duż ych  powierzchni  krzywoliniowych  moż na znacznie skrócić  przez
właś ciwe  rozplanowanie  pasów  obrobionych  jednym  ruchem narzę dzia.  Sposób  obróbki  zależy  od  typu
obrabiarki  (2CL, 3C, 5C). D la każ dego  z typów  wyróż niono najkorzystniejszy  kierunek  ruchu narzę dzia.
W każ dym  z przypadków  zaproponowano  również  linie  charakterystyczne  powierzchni,  których  rysunek
daje  wystarczają cą   ilość  informacji  do  zaprojektowania  trajektorii  narzę dzia.  W przypadku  obrabiarek
typu 2CL i 3C są   to poziomice i linie gradientowe, zaś w przypadku  typu 5C linie krzywiznowe  i linie stałe
róż nicy krzywizn  głównych. Praktyczną   przydatność  linii  charakterystycznych  przedstawiono  na  czterech
przykładach.

Praca wpłynę ła do Redakcji dnia 3 marca 1986 roku.


